Shank,” a rescue from Korea missing an ear flap and blind in one
eye – Pannesi first discovered a love for animals as a young child
living in Africa. Pannesi’s parents, who worked as diplomats in
The Catholic Relief Service and in the Peace Corps, later moved
to England with Pannesi and her younger brother before settling
in Paris. Watching the affectionate interaction between Parisians
and their pets only reinforced her love for dogs. Later, she
would incorporate another Parisian attribute into her business
approach –superior service.
“If you go to a café in Paris, it’s all about the service and servers
giving customers the best they can because they take pride in
their job and that’s their profession,” remarks Pannesi.

sponsor spotlight
By Michaela O’Shaughnessy
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Starting a pet service business was
not something Pannesi had previously
contemplated when she took a leave
from her job as Vice President of
Proposals. She actually did not have
a backup plan in mind at all, but with
30 people reporting to her in a job
that required her to leave home at
5:30 a.m. and return at 8:00 p.m., she
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had all the signs of a classic case of
job burnout. With the encouragement
of her husband, David, Pannesi took
a month off to contemplate her next
step, which became apparent after
she was asked to walk a friend’s dog.
Those walks that would develop into
2-hour hikes would become the inspiration for Pannesi’s new business.

Pannesi expanded StrutnPup to include additional services like pet
sitting of dogs, cats, birds, fish, reptiles and small animals; veterinary visits; plant watering; mail collection; holiday or vacation care
and special care for young, elderly or sick animals. Along with her
manager, Kevia Casquico, Pannesi spent the pandemic becoming
a Certified Advanced Canine Trainer and Behaviorist. Next on the
agenda is starting a doggy daycare, which will make StrutnPup a
complete resource for all dog owners.

“I began to think, why can’t I do this
for a while? Just be with this creature that is giving me the therapy I
need to become whole again and be
in nature. One thing led to another
and now I have 10 people working for
me,” says Pannesi.
The owner of two dogs – JT, who
she is raising for Freedom Guide
Dogs for the Blind, and Tony “The

As StrutnPup grew, Pannesi brought in
A winter walk
help, and while many of her employees have prior experience, she also
employs some unlikely candidates, like
the unfulfilled lawyer who realized he preferred walking dogs and
making hot sauce to long hours sitting at a desk.
“There are so many different things that dogs do for us that we
don’t even comprehend like slowing our heart rates and the
physical changes that happen when you walk a dog. They are just
amazing creatures that help us in so many ways,” says Pannesi.

StrutnPup’s Daria Pannesi

If not for the issue of timing, Daria
Pannesi’s story could very well be
perceived as one of the ultimate “big
quit” stories currently consuming the
media’s attention. Instead, in making
the courageous leap from a draining
corporate job to Chief Tail Wagger
of StrutnPup almost eight years ago,
Pannesi has a considerable head start
in finding happiness in the job that
changed her life for the better.

Overall, Pannesi says it’s all about the dogs. “They are all individuals, and each one of them requires a personalized touch that teaches
you something. It could be about yourself or about the dogs, or just
to slow down because life is too short. Dogs are amazing in that they
are able to cut through boundaries and bring people together.”
To find out more information about StrutnPup’s services,
contact Daria Pannesi at Strutnpuppy@gmail.com
or call 617.800.4710.

Starting StrutnPup in 2014 wasn’t
exactly a stroll in the park for
Pannesi, so to speak, but rather an
8-to-10-mile dog walk. Yet she still
found the physical work more honest
and rewarding than anything else she
had done. “I was in the present and
while my feet might have hurt, my
soul was being rejuvenated.”

meet

Daria
PANNESI
OF STRUT PUP

work. For this reason, they also offer puppy and adult playdates
so that dogs can learn how to be with other dogs.

Ready for a walk

Serving Arlington, Belmont, Lexington and Winchester, with a
clientele of 180 dogs, Pannesi considers StrutnPup more of an
operation than a business, run by professionals who do much
more than just hold a leash. And while Pannesi is on very good
terms with the local dog companies, StrutnPup is exceptional in
that they provide the solo dog walks necessary for highly reactive
dogs and for specializing in behavioral issues. Pannesi and her
team are experts in dealing with fear aggression, and as a result
of the “puppy pandemic,” have shifted into the realm of training
to relieve separation anxiety as dog owners begin to return to

We’re
than just
a dog walking company!
Advanced
Canine
Trainers and
Behaviorists CCTBS and
CACTP

Proud member
of National
Association
of Professional
Pet Sitters, Inc.

*ONE DOG AT A TIME*

S T R U T N P U P LLC
E S TAB L I S H E D I N 2014

PET SITTING | PET WALKING | PET TAXI | PET PORTRAITS | PLAYDATES
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